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Before the reader start this document, I wanted to have a chance to provide a bit of 
it´s background and answer some of the very basics questions the reader may have,  
how did this project was born, why the tattoo, in which purpose, to serve which goals.

I am not a tattoo artist myself, rather a blockchain artist that have good friends whom 
are tattoo artists, during a conversation on the harsh conditions in which the tattoo 
industry was struggling to survive in the sanitary crisis, it was highlighted that Tattoo 
artist at the beginning of the crisis could rely on a very basic income generated from 
future reservation and custom order, but these works were quickly evaporating in the 
heat of lockdowns, artists seeing their last activities disappear as the weeks passed, 
the phenomenon extending to numerous social circles, friends were not even being 
able to rely on each others, all poised by the same predicament, the impossibility for 
thousands over the world to sustain themselves through their art. This is where 
comes blockchain, Decentralized Finance and Non-fungible tokens comes in the 
picture. 

The idea was thrown in a conversation with two artists that were never exposed to the 
crypto world but then, the Eth Global NFT Hackathon was programed, and it was 
decided to take the idea, test it and ear feedbacks among the crypto industry. The 
project won two prizes and the tech team was built during the event, Ethernaal was 
born.

The crazy idea to create a collective that would allow the 10th art to enter museums, 
to be preserved for eternity, to permit individual tattoo artist to be able to generate 
income during crisis times with their arts, never to have to face another catastrophe. 

The possibility for all kind of artist to pool their talent together to create additional 
value for the marketplace or to leverage NFT farming in order to save a legendary 
place of culture or sponsor a shop in financial difficulty was born.  

To act as a collective, serving the best interest, acting always in fairness towards its 
numerous goals, among them to preserve the history of art and behave as an entity to 
reach the accomplishment of greater purposes, innovating with new concept such as 
decentralized marketplace and authenticity certification system, continuous licensing 
definition or Mastery recognition program.  

All this economy being fuel by its own token the $NAAL, allowing one to generate a 
passive income purely based on marketplace performance and collective 
achievements.

This is Ethernaal´s promise to the tattoo industry, to ensure that no matter what, 
tomorrow, when a tattoo artist will find herself/himself alone, a shop or a 
manufacturer in difficulty, they will always have a collective to turn to, a DAO made of 
people from two world that had yet no idea how much they can do together, artist 
and financial enthusiast. 

- Wait, it´s about building a better world ?
- Always has been.
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Our project was born from the vision of a decentralized and collective 
organization for the tattoo and art industry, built to offer new artistic, creative, 
organizational and financial possibilities. 

Ethernaal has many purposes among them; to be a Marketplace for any artist to 
create, buy sell or trade all kinds of NFT; to be a digital Museum focused on 
digital art, it´s artists and cultural heritage; to be a collective organization with  
purposes and missions: identifying master practitioners, investigating and 
documenting art history; building a cultural database, changing the regulatory 
framework, establishing intellectual property rights around 

The tattoo art has evolved over centuries within the restrictions of its 
indisputable bind to the temporal, it´s masterpieces condemned only to survive 
through the ages in the depredating existence of those who once, proudly 
carried them. 

Ethernaal removes the cast and allows artists to convert their designs into 
flashes (a flash is a handwritten tattoo draft made on a piece of transparent 
paper) and their flashes into NFTs without the need for technical background, it 
is the fusion of an ancestral art and modern technology meant to provide the 
next iteration in evolution, the NF2T (Non fungible Tattoo Token) and it´s many 
derivatives. 
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Ethernaal has already taken its first steps in the crypto world, born as a proof of 
concept during ETHglobal NFTHackathon in 2021, Ethernaal has won two prizes. 

Ethernaal offers tattoo artists, studio, professionals, designers, graphist and 
others artistic practitioner a with a 

full onboarding process a comprehensive program of introduction, training 
sessions conducted by professionally certified personnel of the blockchain 
industry along with the full support in the use and understanding of Ethernaal´s
applications.  

Ethernaal offers to create any kind of NFT Classes, wherever the user need is to 
digitalize a piece of equipment like a tattoo machine, an experience such as a 
scar, a NF2T (Non-fungible Tattoo Token) or to recognize Mastery of a discipline. 

Ethernaal also allows creators to select a licensing model for their art so buyer 
can understand the intellectual property and exploitation rights parameters 
when purchasing an NFT.

There are about 20 different NFT Classes fits to meet any requirements faced 
from individuals, tattoo artists, studios, manufacturers, professionals of the 
entertainment industry, video production labels , video game studios, artificial 
intelligence creators or celebrities with public exposure looking to secure the 
intellectual properties of their tattoo as an independent asset.  
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Ethernaal is also a collective owned by the $NAAL holders, it is based on the 
DAO theory (Decentralized Autonomous Organization), the code, the web user 
interface, the treasury, everything (a part of the team members) is owned by the 
Token Holders and the decision-making process is achieved through voting.

Ethernaal DAO is the sum of two entities: and 

is composed by $NAAL stake-hodlers (token holders who have 
committed their holdings (or part of) into the staking contract. has the 

power to revoke or nominate a council member by opening a vote. 

is composed by Ambassador Artists, Master-Class token holders, 
Ethernaal benefactors and notable members. can veto a decision of 

the Guild but not over a revocation vote.    
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The council oversees and, in some scenario, supervises the Guild activities, 

should he/she 

would happen not live up to the standard or comply with the duties expected 
from the privilege or to the contrary be an outstanding member of the 
community being recognized as such. 

The Guild manages the day-to-day operations in a collective form, a DAO team is 
task with the responsibility to keep Ethernaal´s DAO aligned with the other 
communitie´s DAO in which Ethernaal has acquired voting power ($SUSHI, $SDT, 
$LONDON…). 

Council members signs the Ethernaal constitution, the document is NFTized and 
allocated to the Ethernaal museum where it will be display as long as the 
member sits. The constitution is the text defining the do, don’t and fight for 
guidelines of Ethernaal. 

Council Member status is granted by the Guild as a collective decision, to 
Master-Class token holders, recognized figure of the tattoo world, special 
contributors to Ethernaal. They are the guardian of Ethernaal constitution, 
excellence, fairness, independence and artistic ideology.
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The first mission of the DAO is to ensure that Ethernaal evolve as 

an open non-elitist collective and sustainable organization both from an 
operational and financial perspective with the capacity to build, promote, 
develop and protect the cultural heritage around the tattoo art. 

Being a decentralized marketplace, the 

censorship and operational decisions rests in the hands of the DAO, $NAAL 
holders get incentives in spotting users selling “unique” pieces in different 
marketplace, inadequate contents or copyright infringement allowing DAO 
members to earn more $NAAL by participating in regulating and censorship 
activities. 

Ethernaal has 

set as it´s first community achievement the pyramidal project to identify and 
recognized the Masters of tattoo art in the tribes, ethnics, and region of the 
world. 

The quest doesn´t stop here, once a Master identified, the Guild will work in 
documenting the cultural heritage, identifying artist of the same lineage and 
work with all actors to established an authenticity label. Guild members 
participating in the quest will acquire $NAAL and NFT´s compensation in the 
process as an incentive.

The DAO is entitled with the responsibility to pursue the original 

teamwork regarding partnerships, the bridging of communities and maintain the 

dynamism with partners DAO with tasks such as ensuring that when a proposal is 
opened in a partner DAO, a reflection of such proposal is submitted to Ethernaal
DAO to decide which position the collective desire to take in respect of the 
partner vote.
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Ethernaal Marketplace provides a set of services 

meant to support its users' activities, as an example some artists lacks the technical 
skills to digitalize their handmade flashes, in services they can find another user 
whiling to complete this task against a fee in $NAAL , but also services meant to add 
value to the Ethernaal experience, as an example a provider integration allowing to 

choose a packaging for a NFT pack creation, members of the DAO can register as 
service providers and the DAO treasury earns a commission to providers integrations.

Designer can also offer their services via time and material class NFT as smart-
contract developers willing to offer their services and experiences in NFT projects 
(pfp etc…)  

Long term treasury acquisition 

should have a purpose, whenever it is a place in the metaverse or to prevent a 
covid crisis-like create struggle and shutting doors of physical shops, Ethernaal
DAO should run operations to support its branding. 

Physical shop branding can be leveraged as a mean of funds raisings, financial 
partnership, NFT Farming operation to support shops or other venues at risk of 
closing. 

Ethernaal bonded to one or several location would provide an experiment field 
for shared ownership, collective management, tokenization of rooms and time, 
Ethernaal Decentralized Franchise etc. This long-term purpose opens a whole 
new universe of possibilities in and out of the metaverse.  
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Time-Class NFTs allows to sell or acquire a certain amount of 
time and resources as a hard reservation mean. Users can 
now sell in advance their time, booking, performance or 
issue a NFT for any custom order which can then in turn 
serves as credentials or entry ticket. 

On the right an example of a designer offering 20 Framing 
and digitalization job to any tattoo artist acquiring the 
token. Keeper as an NFT. 



The DAO is entitled with the formidable responsibility to identify, investigate, 
acknowledge and recognize the Mastery of the world´s finest Tattoo Artist along 
with the cultural heritage and ethnic lineage of their Art.

Not only the process allows the Guild to become a decentralized authority to 
Mastery and Ethnical Artistic Recognition but also provides the tools to masters 
to assign Skill-Class tokens to their pupils and the world with the tools for a 
decentralized certifying tattoo label. 

Protecting cultural heritage is part of the Mastery recognition program, the 
Guild acknowledge mastery of an artist upon an extended and documented 
due diligence process. The Council final approval is required before a Mastery-
Class Token can be issued.

The holder of a Mastery-Class NFT becomes a recognized Master and earns a 
sit in the council, he is also granted the possibility to recognize others artist 
from their ethnical practice by interacting with the smart-contract and 
assigning them with Skill-Class NFTs which represent experience and 
proficiency.  

Ethernaal users can now trade genuine pieces 
of art, providing full transparence on the origin 

of the art but also the artist proficiency level 
and experience in performing it, backed by the 

evaluation from a recognized tattoo master.

Tattoo Image credit: Marina Piskunova
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Not only masters becomes a recognized authority within Ethernaal but also a 
worldwide ambassador of their lineage, allowing Ethernaal users to acquire 
genuine ethnical art from truly and collectively recognized artists and masters. 

$NAAL holders who stake their tokens for a definitive period will earn a share of 
Ethernaal incomes accordingly to their holdings. Benefit distribution happens 
every quarter (quarterly performance) and annually (annual performance) 
allowing holders to earn cryptocurrencies as the treasury grow (WrappedBitcoin, 
Ethereum, USDC, SUSHI).

Acquire art, recognition and achievement based NFTs along with more $NAAL 
and travel opportunities walking your path on the collective quest. 

Earn experience and skills in a unique RPG fashion while you acquire additional 
income in $NAAL  participating, supporting and helping the tattoo world into its 
metaverse and transition.   
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Ethernaal ecosystem leverages the blockchain applications along with its various 
financial ecosystems. It also owns its ERC-20 token, the $NAAL.

Ethernaal manages its own treasury, created initially out of the funds raised 
during the IDO (01/09/2021) it will then be alimented among other sources by 
the sales occurring on the marketplace, the management of NFT assets, the 
allocation of position into the decentralized financial ecosystem and the 
supplying of $NAAL liquidity. 
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The $NAAL token will serves the following purposes without staking: 

- Allows an artist, a studio or a professional to present an application request to 
the Guild to onboard Ethernaal, gaining the ability to create and sell NFT in the 
Marketplace, the process is achieved via a Snapshot request, requiring a 
minimum holding. If the application is to be successful, the onboarding fee is 
burned in $NAAL..

- $NAAL.is required to participate in special sales, events, products or access to 
exclusive services and partnership opportunities, at the discretion of the 
collective access to such happening may require special access ticket, Token 
holding, subscription, or fee to be carried out in $NAAL.

- $NAAL is used as an incentive to empower activities on the secondary market, 
in the communities' activities, the Guild various quests and Ethernaal prizes and 
challenges. 

- At the discretion of the collective, Ethernaal may support and/or promote 
initiative requiring funds, financial support or patronage, such activities will be 
carried out in $NAAL. 

- Use your $NAAL to consume Ethernaal marketplace P2P services, find a 
designer to render your draft digitally, contract a partner service to give a unique 
packaging to your NFT directly integrated in the marketplace and benefit from a 
broad range of P2P services.

- $NAAL as a currency book consulting sessions with tattoo artists from the 
platform or with the blockchain expert behind Ethernaal, we help setting up 
your business plan and provide the knowledge and resources you may need 
artistical or technical to achieve your project and vision. And of course, you can 
accept it in your tattoo shop, reach out the team for special partnerships and 
deals. 
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The $NAAL token serves the following purposes upon staking: 

$Earn your share: $NAAL holders who staked their tokens for a definitive period 
will earn a share of Ethernaal benefits accordingly to their holdings. Benefit 
distribution happens every quarter and annually, by staking $NAAL stake-hodlers
earn cryptocurrencies as the treasury grow ($Bitcoin, $Ethereum, $USDC, 
$SUSHI).

$Unlock Minting Interface: $NAAL holders who staked their tokens will be able 
to access and use the different minting class contract (experience, documents, 
assets, eNFT…) according to their accounts type (i.e.: Only recognized tattoo 
artists can access NF2T contracts),

$Be part of a Guild: $NAAL stake-hodlers are part of the Guild, can participate in 
the decision-making process, in the Guild´s quests and in the community, tasks 
allowing them to acquire more $NAAL and access to NFT drop in the process.

$Privileged Member: Staking $NAAL allows holders to benefit exclusive private 
sales, events, and other bonuses from Ethernaal, including random NFT and 
airdrops campaign.

$First on the line: Owning staked $NAAL allows stake-hodlers to participate in 
artistic and crypto collaborations from Ethernaal, whenever it´s in art or finance, 
$NAAL stake-hodlers will always be first in the line .

$NFT Farming: Having staked $NAAL allows holders to participate in NFT farming 
program, meant to patron Ethernaal projects, artist or professionals, users will 
be able to lock their staked $NAAL for a definite period in order to mint one or 
more NFT. Farming pools will have a very limited availability and be deployed on 
a need-to-use basis. 

$Earn Exposure to Black Unicorn: Staking $NAAL exposes NAAL stake-hodlers to 
exclusive airdrops and other bonuses (whitelising, presales) from Black Unicorn 
ecosystem.
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Ethernaal ecosystem is also composed of a digital museum which aim to revolve 
around the tattoo but also in a more general maneer around the digital art. 

The museum in its artistic vision is governed by the Council and executed by the 
Guild; however, as always, when the Council as a veto power, the Guild can 
revoke (or promote) any council member at its own discretion. The Guild is 
involved in the Museum curation and art acquisition activities, those are 
conducted through the Guild voting process. 

The museum is a multisig wallet handled by the curator and selected council 
members. 

The museum will contain at first, original pieces of the founding artist team, 
members of the Council, their Ethernaal constitution and other materials 
deemed fit to a museum standard (ie: The first Asset-Class NFT, a tattoo 
handmade machine by one of the finest manufacturer). 

Museum treasury will be augmented from Quarterly benefit sharing and at the 
discretion of the DAO should it require to unlock funds for a specific acquisition. 

The Museum will benefit from a UI allowing the DAO to display its selected 
masterpieces and to manage the curation process. 

The Museum and its contents are owned by Ethernaal as a collective, The Guild 
(DAO). Physical assets are under the guard of the asset manager. 
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Ethernaal makes use of the ETHERNAAL NFT LICENSE V1.0 from Black Unicorn, 
which can be found in appendix II, it defines the licensing system in use by 
standard for each NFT Type and Class in Ethernaal. 

The ETHERNAAL NFT LICENSE allows full flexibility in terms of intellectual 
properties and exploitation rights and intend to cover the need and 
requirements of each actor involved in the digital tattoo world.

: 

Each Artist has its own ENS (Ethereum name system) profile 

displayed and set up in their gallery (ie: tonibrutal.eth) allowing every user to 
identify the authenticity of a piece of art, locating the artist studio, social 
network handle and contact channels. All Ethernaal artists are cataloged into the 
Ledgernity. 

Partnership for treasury management, NFT Farming, 

Artistic Indexes are all part of the products offered in Ethernaal for advanced 
crypto users to take most profit out of their $NAAL holdings.

A full guide of all Ethernaal NFT Classes can be found in appendix I, it defines 
each class with example of their use case and an example of the frame in use in 
our platform to distinct them.   
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The Marketplace: 

You can mint, display, sell and trade any NFT class directly form the marketplace. 
Each NFT Class has it´s own conditions in terms of user access, minting fees, 
distribution fees and sale contract. 

Minting contracts are based on access control, some are 
opened to anyone when others requires to undergo 
through the process applications (takes 24H via 
Snapshot).  

Holding $NAAL may be a future requirement to access 
minting contracts. 
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Category Class Access Approval

Common

NFT - Non-Fungible Token Anyone N/A

arNFT - Art-Class Non-Fungible Tattoo Token Anyone N/A

gamNFT - Gaming-Class NFT Anyone N/A

eNFT - Ethernaal-Class Non-Fungible Token Ethernaal Member DAO Approved

Assets

aNFT - Asset-Class Non-Fungible Token Ethernaal Member DAO Approved

vaNFT - Virtual Asset-Class Non-Fungible Token Ethernaal Member DAO Approved

coaNFT - Consumable Asset-Class Non-Fungible Token Ethernaal Member DAO Approved

locNFT - Location-Class Non-Fungible Token Ethernaal Member DAO Approved

vlocNFT - Virtual Location-Class Non-Fungible Token Ethernaal Member DAO Approved

docNFT - Document Class Non-Fungible Token Anyone N/A

tNFT -Time and Material-Class Non-Fungible Token Ethernaal Member DAO Approved

canNFT - Canvas Class Non-Fungible Token Ethernaal Member DAO Approved

Living

liNFT - Living-Class Non-Fungible Token Ethernaal Member DAO Approved

bNFT - Body-Class Non-Fungible Token Ethernaal Member DAO Approved

vbNFT - Virtual Body-Class Non-Fungible Token Ethernaal Member DAO Approved

Social

recNFT - Recognition-Class Non-Fungible Token Ethernaal Member DAO Approved

mNFT - Mastery-Class Non-Fungible Token Ethernaal DAO

sNFT - Skill-Class Non-Fungible Token Ethernaal Master

soNFT - Social-Class Non-Fungible Token Ethernaal Member DAO Approved

posNFT - Position-Class Non-Fungible Token Ethernaal Member DAO Approved

wisNFT - Wisdom-Class Non-Fungible Token Ethernaal Member DAO Approved

memNFT - Membership Class Non-Fungible Token Ethernaal Member DAO Approved

Personal
expNFT - Experience Class Non-Fungible Token Anyone N/A

quoNFT - Quote Class Non-Fungible Token Anyone N/A

Tattoo

NF2T - Non-Fungible Tattoo Token Ethernaal Member DAO Approved

coNF2T - Common-Class Non-Fungible Tattoo Token Ethernaal Member DAO Approved

vNF2T - Virtual-Class Non-Fungible Tattoo Token Ethernaal Member DAO Approved

covNF2T - Common Virtual-Class Non-Fungible Tattoo Token Ethernaal Member DAO Approved

flaNFT - Flash Class Non-Fungible Token Ethernaal Member DAO Approved



The Marketplace operates with a fixed seller fee of 2.5% 
put to contribution to support the ecosystem and augment 

the DAO Treasuries.
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Ethernaal-Class NFT have a distribution fee of 10% upon minting, which means 
that 10% of the minted token will be assigned to the treasuries, museum and 
leveraged for promotion or participation in fund raisings. 

This distribution fee is the contribution required for the privilege of using 
Ethernaal branding in a NFT collection and its contributing to the growing of the 
platform. 

eNFT contract can only be accessed by approved Ethernaal artists. 

Ethernaal-Class NFT have a distribution fee of 10% upon minting, which means 
that 10% of the minted token will be assigned to the treasuries, museum and 
leveraged for promotion or participation in fund raisings. 

This distribution fee is the contribution required for the privilege of using 
Ethernaal branding in a NFT collection and its contributing to the growing of the 
platform. 

eNFT contract can only be accessed by approved Ethernaal artists. 



Below several screenshot from the v0.1 of the web application. Likely subject to 
many changes by the time of the beta platform release (September 2021). 
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The Guild uses Aragon platform for his DAO management and Snapshot for its process 
of onboarding. 
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Upon the completion of the IDO and the launch of the platform, Artists, studios and 
professionals will be required to undergo the application process should they wish 
to mint items using Ethernaal smart-contracts.  

The Onboarding process is meant to assess the quality of the work fits to Ethernaal 
standard; the Guild/DAO is responsible for the voting. 

Voting on an onboarding application is made by the “ 1 Wallet, 1 vote” rule. 

The application is achieved via Snapshot, the artist, studio or professional will 
require to hold a certain amount of NAAL to open the application proposal along 
with their portfolio, social network handles and previous works accomplished.

The Application and Onboarding fee are the following: 

• 5 $NAAL for .

• 25 $NAAL for .

Upon Onboarding: 

• will be required to provide 1 design, Ethernaal will mint out 10 NFTs

• will be required to provide 5 designs to be minted in 10 NFTs

• Both and will be provided with all the support and 

document required to setup their Ethernaal and ENS profiles. 

The designs provided during the onboarding are shared among the $NAAL holders 
who participated in the voting process (3 units), the NFT treasury (3units) and Black 
Unicorn NFT treasury (2 units) and the onboarded artist or professional (2 units). 
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The treasury will be initiated with the funds raised during the ICO, refer to ICO 
funds use allocation section for more details then be augmented with the trades 
occurring on it´s marketplace, DeFi allocations, NFT sales etc.

Ethernaal Treasury will be composed of the following sub-treasuries, all segregated:

will initially receive 5% of the IDO funds and be 

augmented every quarter.

will initially receive 10% of the IDO funds and be rebalanced 

positively or negatively at annual performance sharing to reflect 10% of the total 
treasury, before the fund distribution to stake-hodlers.

will initially receive 15% of the IDO funds and be maintained 

according the project needs in terms of development and costs may also be 
augmented with a share of the unsold token during the presale and IDO at the 
team discretion and with the project health in mind. 

Excluding $NAAL holding, treasury should aim to maintain a ratio of $USDC 50% / 
$WBTC 20% / $ETH 20% / $SUSHI 7,5% / $STD 2,5% holdings.

will initially receive eNFT minted by artists as per the minting 

contract distribution fee and should serve as per the will of the collective. 

will not receive initial funds but will receive a share of the 

Quarterly and Annual benefit distribution, assigned to the Museum for Art 
Acquisition, curation, sponsoring and event organization. 

Up to 40% of the funds raised during the IDO are meant to 

serve to supply funds into DEX. Once a year and before the annual distribution, gain 
made from liquidity provision should be assimilated in the Liquid Funds treasury. 
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The team will produce a quarterly and annual report on incomes and expenses 
prior to distributing profit . Expenses are expected to be extremely low, limited to 
artist onboarding and infrastructure maintenance (domain, hosting etc.). Team is 
compensated every month is $NAAL out of the monthly team allocation un-vesting. 
This for a period of 24 months (eta for full relinquishing of project to the DAO) and 
independently of the number of teams members; 

(excluding 
the quarterly and annual distribution, see next chapter).  

25% of the benefit generated in the last quarter is to be shared as part of profit 
distribution between the different treasuries and among eligible tokens holders 
who have stacked their $NAAL (or supplied in LP) for the full quarterly period (from 
00.01 GMT the first day of the month until 23.59 GMT on the last day of the 
quarter).

The distribution will take place as per the below: 

- 5% of the share will be
- 3% of the share will be 
- 69% of the share will be $NAAL 
- 10% of the share will be 
- 5% of the share will be
- 8% of the share will be assigned to

5% of the benefit generated in the last quarter is to be shared as part of profit 
distribution between the membership categories and among eligible tokens holders 
who have stacked their $NAAL (or supplied in LP) for the full quarterly period (from 
00.01 GMT the first day of the month until 23.59 GMT on the last day of the 
quarter).

Once a year, in the first week of December, the treasury will process the yield of 
its DeFi products and financial services before proceeding to annual 
distribution among long term stake-hodlers.

In order to become stake-hodlers and benefit from the annual income distribution, 
a $NAAL holder must have accomplished a minimum of 2 full quarters of stacking in 
the course of the current year. 
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Grants in regard to the annual distribution sharing is calculated as per the following:

Stake-hodler can claim 25% of the share corresponding to the 
holdings staked.

Stake-hodler can claim 50% of the share corresponding to the 
holdings staked on the 2-quarter average basis.

Stake-hodler can claim 75% of the annual share corresponding 
to the holdings staked on the 3-quarter average basis.

Stake-hodler can claim 100% of the annual share 
corresponding to the holdings staked on the full-year average basis.

Every Year, Ethernaal will process to the rebalance and distribution of a part of its 
treasury to $NAAL holders (From Jan 2022) and LP Providers (Before Jan 2022) eligible 
through staking requirements.

The Annual distribution treasury will take a split of 20% of the total amount hold in 
Ethernaal treasuries (excluding the Museum, emergency treasury, NFT treasury, Liquidity 
pool treasuries along with any $NAAL holding) and share it among qualified eligible 
$NAAL Holders as per distribution table (see whitepaper) .

The distribution will take place as per the below: 

• 10% is reversed to .

• 16% is allocated to the 

• 70% is divided 

• 2% to be allocated to other .

• 2% to be allocated to within (or not) the crypto space.

Distribution may occur in ETH, USDC or SUSHI at the collective discretion. 

A 5% Bonus Annual distribution treasury is shared among the Ethernaal Membership 
Class Token holders. (Curators shares 35% of the split, Mecenes 30% and Patrons 20%, 
Unicorns 10% & Angels 5%).
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A strict limit of 40 Millions $NAAL will be created, never to be increased. $NAAL will 
run natively on the Ethereum blockchain as an ERC20 standard token.

Upon creating the $NAAL will be allocated as per the following: 

• 20,000,000 $NAAL for .

• 250,000  $NAAL for .

• 500,000   $NAAL for .

• 1,250,000   $NAAL for .

• 8,000,000 $NAAL for .

• 8,000,000   $NAAL for .

• 2,000,000   $NAAL for .

A private and angel investor sale will be conducted in the last week of august 2021, 
allowing early supporter of the project and intimate investors to acquire $NAAL at a 
discount price. Vesting time of 30 days. 

Private sale: -5% IDO price (No vesting time)
Launch Price: Crowd Auction price + 1,5%  

Unsold tokens will rejoin project treasury.

Direct enquire for the private sale: 
info@ethernaal.com
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IDO:  A pool of 20 000 $NAAL
- Sale to occur under in $ETH under Crowd sale Auction system.
Auction: 0,0002 ETH.
Duration: 5 Days. 

All participant will have an exclusive 2 weeks beta access to the marketplace, floor 
sweepers at your mop. When navigating will be public, only IDO members will be 
able to connect and interact with the marketplace for the 15 first days upon launch.  

IDO: All participant will receive a bonus.

Rendez-vous 27.10.2021
@ miso.sushi.com
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Planning of the token launch is the following: 

• August 2021: Initial draft white paper completed, circulating to potential angel 
investors

• August 2021: Defi Partnership announcement, $NAAL release whitepaper to general 
public and private sale.

• November 2021: Minimal Initial SushiSwap Offering (IDO) + Liquidity Supplied to DEX, 
Marketplace launch. Price at launch = Price of Miso Dutch Auction closing.

• Mid- November 2021: Private beta release of the marketplace for the IDO participants 
+ Start of onboarding program 

• December 2021: Public beta release of the marketplace. 

Liquidity will be provisioned to Sushiswap DEX and be locked for one year. 

The team allocation 8 000 000 $NAAL is vested over a period of 2 years with an initial 
unlock of 10% (800 000 $NAAL) upon delivery of the IDO in September 2021. Team is 
dynamic and the number of team members may change from a month to another as per 
the operational needs, the monthly allocation made to ensure team salary is not variable. 

Each month and for 23 months 300 000 $NAAL will be unvested and divided equally 
among the active team members. Removing the burden for the community to support 
the delivery team.

The team shares the team allocation in equals shares independently of the number of 
members and their position within the project, to stay active they must maintain 
involvement in the project lifecycle, activities and keep an active role in the project.  
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Presale and private sale funds will be allocated as per the following: 

• 40% of the funds raised will be used to .

• 5% will be assign to the .

• 10% will be allocated to the .

• 17,5% will be assigned to .

• 10% will be assigned to .

• 15% will be assigned to the .

Excluding $NAAL holding liquid and DeFi positions, treasuries should maintain a 
ratio of $USDC 50% / $WBTC 20% / $ETH 20% / $SUSHI 5% / $SDT 5%.

The project is incubated by Black Unicorn and led by an experienced team of tattoo  
and blockchain artists. 

•

Co-founder of Collective Ending HQ London, artist sculptor, tattoo artist.

•

Blockchain Evangelist, Product Manager for Emerging Technology @ WileyNXT, 
Developer Ambassador for Algorand, Aeternity, NEAR Protocol (India Guild) and 
Covalent, Co-founder of BeneFit.

•

Full-stack developer, co-founded Universal Voucher and LiskRide.

•

Self-taught entrepreneur, passion for news technologies and digital art, crypto 
lover since 2018.
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•

Experience business developer with over 15 years of experience in international 
business development and new product strategy.

•

The guy that wrote this whitepaper. Past Advisor @CivicPower, C.V.O @Korus, 
founder of Black Unicorn. I like to troll.

•

Blockchain enthusiast since 2013 and founder of Ouiblock. Lawyer by training, he 
has worked as a consultant for various Blockchain projects in the context of their 
fundraising and legal engineering.

•

Tattoo artist, co-founder of Pleasure London, founder of Nihil London.

August 2021 is the kick start of the NFT madness. 

, 

envision the future when NFT will be the standard for tattoo, this is your chance.

but Ethernaal is family, we are tattoo and blockchain 

artist, no risk for rug or scam. Purely art. 

the power of the 

collectivity empowered by the talent of its individuals.
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Create tattoos for the 

digital world, video game industry, entertainment production studio, Ethernaal got 
you covered with a licensing system developed for each use case. 

ever wanted to make design people 

could wear, despite never having touched a tattoo machine ? Ethernaal makes it 
now possible for you to sell flashes that users can bring to a tattoo artist. 

is it that you always wanted to have a 

tattoo despite knowing you will never let a needle approach your skin? Ethernaal
makes that possible too. 

to create a tattoo 

industry for the artist lovers, by the tattoo lovers. 

get our history displayed in museum and our talent 

recognized as art from all perspective, regulatory included. 

to reach the 

moon and beyond. 

in an RPG fashion, having fun, 

levelling up and earning income and art in the process.

each transaction generates income for the community. 

The power of collectivity and 

common sense can render your project impervious to take-down and DMCA 
threats. 

NFTize your time, skills and experience 
and 
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“vNF2T" means “Virtual Non-Fungible Tattoo Token”. vNF2T are unique (single unit 
minting) and includes the digital files to apply the design as a graphic overlay over a 

digital character but not the time and materials to convert it into a full flesh tattoo art 
piece. 

Image credit: CD Projekt Red
Illustrating purposes only.

Image credit: Ubisoft - Illustrating purposes only.

With Ethernaal NFT ́s you can now enter as an artist, a designer, a professional or a 
studio in the digital tattoo era and offer your exclusive art to the entertainment, 
sport, High-Tech, gaming, art . 
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A few examples of our current adventures below.

$Ethernaal Serie 001: Ethernaal is born form the crossing of the tattoo and 
mathematics art. Ethernaal is organizing an artistical collaboration with the finest 

talent of both world.

$Tattoo as a collectible: The Ethernaal series will be collaboration of the platform 
artist turned into a collectible album of NFTs with extremely limited pieces of art 

and token minting, with selected pieces assigned to the museum, for ever.

$Series Album: Each Ethernaal Series has its own album, containing the Artist Bio, 
picture, and relevant information. The Album is then minted as an eNFT, a copy if 

offered to each participant and one is secured within the Museum

The platform will at his own discretion 
offers selected artists to collaborate on 

special events such as partnership, charity 
events, patronage programs where sales 
will be conducted under different bidding 
system and conditions, the participation in 

such event shall be limited and early 
members privileged.
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A few proof-of-concept we are working on now and that will be available soon in 
the platform.

$Tattoo as Artificial Experience: A collaboration with an Artificial Intelligence and a 
Tattoo artist for the creation of a Virtual-Class Non-Fungible Tattoo Token which will be 

embedded into the AI avatar as a definitive graphical modification.

$Life as a Tattoo: The creation of a tattoo Living Virtual-Class Non-Fungible Tattoo Token 
in the blockchain, changing shape, form and color over the passing of the blocks .

$Tattoo as a DLC: An exercise of collaboration between an artist and a video game 
studio for the creation of a Virtual-Class Non-Fungible Tattoo Token for a game 

character.

$Asset as a Digital Goods: An exercise of collaboration between a machine 
manufacturer, a 3D designer and a video game studio for the creation of a Virtual Asset-

Class Non-Fungible Tattoo Token for a game equipment.

$Virtual Body as a Canvas: A 
collaboration  between an artist with a 

physical and simulated / virtual entity for 
the tokenization of a body part to be 

marketed as a canvas for Art.

$Time as a Salary: A collaboration with 
an artist and/or a studio for the creation 

of a Time and Material-Class Non-
Fungible Token for a special event.

Time-Class NFTs allows to provision an 
amount of time or defined duties within 

a NFT, allowing artist, studios and 
professionals to regain control over the 
planification of work, orders, booking 

and capacity management.
Image credit: Mutant Garden Project.
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Date Version Comment Modified By

02/03/2021 0.1 Creation 0xPaulisson

21/04/2021 1. 0 Update NF2T 0xPaulisson

11/04/2021 2. 0 Update MISO + IDO 0xPaulisson

22/05/2021 3. 0 Global update + Fund Usage 0xPaulisson

14/06/2021 4.p1 Adding NFT Classes 0xPaulisson

25/07/2021 5.1 Redesign Doc – Ready Publication 0xPaulisson

26/07/2021 5.2 Update to add NFT Classes 0xPaulisson

27/07/2021 5.3 Update Museum 0xPaulisson

31/07/2021 5.4 DAO definition + Class Appendix 0xPaulisson

03/08/2021 5.5 Infographics + review 0xPaulisson

06/08/2021 5.6 Adding Appendix 1 0xPaulisson

16/08/2021 5.74 Update Marketplace 0xPaulisson

08/09/2021 5.75 Update IDO date 0xPaulisson

27/10/2021 5.76 Update IDO – Crowd Auction 0xPaulisson

DAO URL: https://client.aragon.org/#/ethernaal/
Token: 0xc133529e57681b2999708f9458be5634e293995e
Ticker: $NAAL
Github: https://github.com/Ethernaal
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APPENDIX I

NFT CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 
& USE CASES

ETHERNAAL.COM



During the development of the platform Ethernaal we have found that 
referring to all ERC-721 under the single reference of “NFT” became a limitation 
to the understanding of the many functions and uses of the ERC-721. 

This document purpose is to lift-up these limitation by offering a catalog of 
the different NFT Class along with an example of their use case and was required 
in order to draft an adequate licensing model. Upon this document is built the 
ETHERNAAL NFT LICENSE (see appendix),  aiming to provide a licensing model to 
fit each class according to its use case along with universal licensing terms which 
can be added to any NFT class to fit custom licensing terms and commercial 
agreement between art creator, token minter and token holder. 

This model was built during the development of Ethernaal but made to be 
applicable to the whole NFT industry, it is open source and it´s community use is 
encouraged, the design or items reflected in this document were used as 
examples and does not represent any actual Ethernaal branding or product. 

Ethernaal as identified 6 different categories which fits the different classes 
identified. Each category is assigned with a color within the Ethernaal
framework, they are the following:

- Common, White & Grey
- Assets, Red
- Social, Blue

- Living, Green
- Personal, Yellow

- Tatoo, Black



"NFT" means any blockchain-tracked, non-fungible token, such as those 
conforming to the ERC-721 standard. Common term including all derivatives 
(aNFT, bNFT, eNFT, NF2T...) 

"NF2T" means “Non-Fungible Tattoo Token”. Conforming to the ERC-721 
standard. (single unit minting) and 

“coNF2T" means “Common-Class Non-Fungible Tattoo Token”. Conforming to 
the ERC-721 standard. coNF2T 



“vNF2T" means “Virtual-Class Non-Fungible Tattoo Token”. Conforming to the 
ERC-721 standard. (single unit minting) and includes the 

digital files to apply the design as a graphic overlay over a digital character but 
not the time and materials to convert it into a full flesh tattoo art piece.  

“covNF2T" means “Common Virtual-Class Non-Fungible Tattoo Token”. 
Conforming to the ERC-721 standard. includes the files required to apply the 
design as a graphic overlay over a digital character 

“flaNFT" means “Flash Class Non-Fungible Token”. Conforming to the ERC-721 
standard. Represent a flash made by a non-tattoo artist, it doesn’t include the 
time and materials required for the transformation of a physical tattoo and 

"aNFT" means “Asset-Class Non-Fungible Token.” Conforming to the ERC-721 
standard. NFT bonded to a physical asset (i.e.: a tattoo machine).  

“vaNFT" means “ Virtual Asset-Class Non-Fungible Token.” Conforming to the 
ERC-721 standard. NFT bonded to a physical asset (i.e.: a virtual tattoo machine).  

“arNFT" means “Art-Class Non-Fungible Tattoo Token”. Conforming to the ERC-
721 standard. arNFT refers to common NFT representing an Art piece vulgarly 
called “jpeg nft”. 

"bNFT" means “Body-Class Non-Fungible Token”. Conforming to the ERC-721 
standard. NFT bonded to a specific piece of a living human body to serve as 
canvas for art. (i.e.: left front arm)   

"vbNFT" means “Virtual Body-Class Non-Fungible Token.” Conforming to the 
ERC-721 standard. NFT bonded to a specific piece of a virtual or simulated 
human (or not) body to serve as canvas for art. (i.e.: left front arm of a virtual 
video game character)   



"mNFT" means “Mastery-Class Non-Fungible Token.” Conforming to the ERC-
721 standard. NFT representing the proficiency in a skill or field of application, 
grants the possibility to interact with the contract allowing the minting, 
assignation and recall of sNFT tokens. 

"sNFT" means “Skill-Class Non-Fungible Token.” Conforming to the ERC-721 
standard. NFT representing a particular skill along with its proficiency level.

“tNFT" means “Time and Material-Class Non-Fungible Token”. Conforming to 
the ERC-721 standard. tNFT token can be based on a defined (or) amount of 
time and materials or a task-based approach.

“liNFT" means “Living-Class Non-Fungible Token”. Conforming to the ERC-721 
standard. liNFT represents a piece of art with mutative and/or dynamic 
capacities or a virtual (or not) evolving entity (metaverse character, AI…). 

“coaNFT" means “Consumable Asset-Class Non-Fungible Token”. Conforming to 
the ERC-721 standard. coaNFT represents the number of use or a consumable 
asset. Embedded with a burn function and the abilities to allow burning from 
third parties.

“soNFT" means “Social-Class Non-Fungible Token”. Conforming to the ERC-
721 standard. Token that represents a brand, an entity, an organization or a 
person. 

“locNFT" means “Location-Class Non-Fungible Token”. Conforming to the ERC-

721 standard. locNFT represents a place, room or piece of land.  

“vlocNFT" means “Virtual Location-Class Non-Fungible Token”. 
Conforming to the ERC-721 standard. Conforming to the ERC-
721 standard. vlocNFT represents a virtual place, room or piece of land.  



“recNFT" means “Recognition-Class Non-Fungible Token”. Conforming to the ERC-
721 standard. recNFT represents the acknowledgment of recognition from an 
entity toward an individual or another entity.

“posNFT" means “Position-Class Non-Fungible Token”. Conforming to the ERC-
721 standard. posNFT represents a position within an organization and have 
assignations functions (access control, financial allocations etc.)

“wisNFT" means “Wisdom-Class Non-Fungible Token”. Conforming to the ERC-
721 standard. wisNFT is a tokenization of a collective acknowledgement of 
Wisdom toward an individual.

“docNFT" means “Document Class Non-Fungible Token”. Conforming to the ERC-
721 standard. docNFT represents a tokenized document.

“expNFT" means “Experience Class Non-Fungible Token”. Conforming to the ERC-
721 standard. expNFT allows to mint an experience. 

“memNFT" means “Membership Class Non-Fungible Token”. Conforming to the 
ERC-721 standard. memNFT represents a membership.

“quoNFT" means “Quote Class Non-Fungible Token”. Conforming to the ERC-
721 standard. quoNFT represents a quote.

“canNFT" means “Canvas-Class Non-Fungible Token”. Conforming to the ERC-
721 standard. memNFT represents a canvas.

“vcanNFT" means “Virtual Canvas-Class Non-Fungible Token”. Conforming to the 
ERC-721 standard. memNFT represents a virtual canvas.

"eNFT" means “Ethernaal-Class Non-Fungible Token.” Conforming to the ERC-721 
standard. NFT representing a piece of art originating from Ethernaal. 



Ethernaal users can override the default license for a given class by 
using the adequate prepend: 

“Custom Ownership” – prepend “cus” (ie:  cusNF2T) : Requires agreement to take 
place between the token creator and the holder before any restrictions on 
personal, commercial use and limited ownership can be lifted. Allows fully 
customizable terms and can be prepended to any NFT Class.

“Retain Ownership” – prepend “ro” (ie:  reNF2T) : The art or token creator owns all 
right over the token holder or art holder, if applied to a NF2T, the body holder of 
the tattoo has no claim over IP and exploitation right over the art. 
Can be prepended to any NFT Class.

“Full Release” – prepend “re” (ie:  fuNF2T) : The art or token creator release all 
right over IP and on the NFT and the art. It represent. 
Can be prepended to any NFT Class.

“Collaborative Ownership” – prepend “col” (ie:  colNF2T) : The art and token 
creator shares all right over IP and on the NFT and the art It represents. Allows 2 or 
more individuals or entities to collaborate and can be prepended to any NFT Class.



Ethernaal makes uses of several NFT Class along with sub-tokens and 
classes derivatives. This document purpose is to catalog and provide example 
use case of each class. 

Specificities: Unique pieces
Use case(s): Tattoo NFT, collectibles…

Prepend: v
Specificities: Digital files

Use case(s): Tattoo NFT, Gaming Art, 
downloadable content, intellectual 
property protection



The growth of tattoo tourism is yet another intriguing 
aspect of tattoo culture’s stunning expansion. 

In the light of public exposure? You can now protect your art from 
abuse and unallowed use.

The Virtual-Class Non-Fungible Tattoo Token allows the entertainment 
industry to acquire art from the world´s finest tattoo artist and build 
brand over them, owning all intellectual properties and exploitation 
rights.

Image credit: Ubisoft.



Attribute Letter: a
Specificities: Bond to physical asset

Attribute Letter: va
Specificities: Bond to virtual asset

Attribute Letter: coa
Frame: Violet
Specificities: Bond to consumable/perishable 
asset



Tokenize assets to allow them to navigate into the metaverse. 
Unlocking the power of the digital realm.

Design a tattoo machine to be used in a video game or 
turn a handmade machine into a downloadable game 

content.

Allows to apply a definite number of use possible use to 
an Asset-Class NFT, upon the number of use depleted 
the asset is considered not operable (destroyed, sealed, 
sent in a digital museum…).

Pen Perrier-Jouët by Omas.
illustration purpose only.

Kuro Sumi Tattoo ink .
illustration purpose only.



Attribute Letter: b
Specificities: Bond to a body part

Attribute Letter: vb

Specificities: Bond to a virtual body part



Acquire, buy sell or trade Body-Class NFT, 
Ethernaal users can auction part of their 
body for art but also for many other 
purposes (collaborations, speculative 
asset, sport derivatives etc).

Ethernaal allows users to auction part of virtual body, avatar or artificial 
intelligence they own

Beef up your video games character with real tattoo 
masterpieces, but also allow your community to be 
involved in the process by offering Body-Class token and 
tattoo as DLC or competition prizes.

Cease a piece of art or a Body-Class token and engage in 
collaboration, Ethernaal as redefined the NFT license and uses the 
Ethernaal NFT LICENSE

Hand by Anik Zaman.
illustration purpose only.

Virtual Hand Tokenized.
illustration purpose only.



Attribute Letter: e
Specificities: Ethernaal Art.

Attribute Letter: m
Specificities: Issued by Ethernaal DAO

Frame: Green
Specificities: Bond to Mastery-Class 

Maori Tattoo design – @NewZealandtattoo.co.nz
Illustration purpose only



Mastery-Class token are delivered by the Guild (DAO) and the council 
as part of the Mastery Recognition process:

Via Mastery-Class tokens you can identify, contact and engage with 
recognized Masters of the tattoo art, you can also join their cultural 
programs, training sessions and conferences and support their 
lineage.

Patronage, Knowledge transmission, historical heritage collection, 
possibilities are infinites. 

Engage with the tattoo Masters and build up your skills, 
practicionneers will receive Skills tokens to reflect your 
proficiency and mastery and experience on an ethnical 
lineage or artistic style.

Not only the art is now authenticated but also 
the abilities of an artist to respect and follow 

the ethnical processes around its practice. 
Recognized by a Master of the discipline via 

the use of Skill-Class tokens

Maori Skill: Level 1
Illustration purpose only

Maori Skill: Level 2
Illustration purpose only

Maori Skill: Level 3
Illustration purpose only



Attribute Letter: t
Specificities: Represent Time & Materials

Attribute Letter: li
Specificities: dynamic piece of art



Time-Class tokens allows to sell or acquire a 
certain amount of time and resources as a hard 
reservation mean. Tattoo Studios or event 
manager can now sell in advance their booking, 
performance or issue a NFT for any custom 
order which can then in turn serves as 
credentials or entry ticket . 

Using Ethernaal technology you can now create 
tattoos that lives in the blockchain, which changes in 
its properties such as shape, color or size based on 
variable you define. 

Creating a living tattoo for Artificial intelligence using 
a simulated virtual body sounds like fun but this is 
simply the beginning. 

Both tattoo lovers and tattoo artist frequently travels and meet in 
performances with usually minimum organization and difficult contact it is 

often up to the good fortune to be able to enjoy a session with an artist, 
this changes now with the Time-Class token, mint a token for each session 

you will perform and forget about the rest.  



Attribute Letter: so
Specificities: Represent a Brand or a Person 

Attribute Letter: loc
Specificities: Represent a Location

Attribute Letter: vloc
Specificities: Represent a Virtual Location



Turn your studio into a label with Social Class 
NFTs, scout the finest tattoo artist and take 
the operation of your studio with a different 
perspective. You can now be a talent manager 
and focus into growing your artists to 
generate income via indexes, keep your focus 
into securing deals, partnerships and 
collaboration with many industries. A new and 
unique way to build up your Brand as you 
growth artists. 

The management of Studios and artists can 
be a true pain, with Location-Class NFT you 
can now rent a room for an hour, a day, a 
month or even grant temporal (or not) 
ownership should you wish too. 

Additionally, you can define the practical 
and financial terms as you desire, there are 
no limits to flexibility.  

Once on the top of your game, workload and demand tend to become less 
manageable, expand your reach and opportunities leveraging the social 

token as a speculative asset on your time and talent, let markets invest in 
your studio and  finances your projects as your potential grow.  



Attribute Letter: pos
Specificities: Represent a Position/Function 

Attribute Letter: rec
Specificities: Acknowledge Recognition

Attribute Letter: wis
Specificities: Represent virtue, wisdom, one of a kind 
Master.



To elevate humanity via the recognition of it´s greatest achievers and wisest 
advisors.

Managing an organization requires extreme amount of time and resources, 
define a job, the position and responsibilities along with the financial and 
working condition within an NFT, the blockchain automates the rest, 
payment included should you wish so. 

Additionally, Decentralized Organization can embed a token call back 
function to remove out of position an uncompliant member at any time 
with the power of a vote.  

Modern societies are poisoned with poor role models, filled with non—achievers, 
icons, political leaders who have led little if not zero cultural evolution.

Far away the times in which the artistic, cultural, economical and political 
revolution saved the human civilization in the era of the renaissance.

The lack of ability from our modern society to recognize the true role models, those 
among us whom lives with the capacity to pull the human civilization up to higher 
levels has highlighted the relevance of wisdom and excellence in the collective 
guidance.

Recognition-Class tokens allows to duly congratulates the real achievers of 
our society, those making a real impact in their field with their 

contributions, discoveries, investigations or achievement wherever it is 
science, economics, art, culture, you name it.     



Attribute Letter: doc , quo
Specificities: Represent a document or a file

Attribute Letter: exp
Specificities: represent an experience.

Attribute Letter: mem
Specificities: Represent a membership



Turn a poem or a love letter into an eternal 
message, protect the integrity of your 
documents or history, seamlessly share a 
certification you obtained, it all becomes 
feasible with Document-Class and Quote-
Class NFT.

Membership card or subscription as an NFT, as 
simple as it sounds. 

Tokenize an experience, a personal one (i.e.: a 
scar, an accident, an enlightenment) or a 

collective one such as a social movement or a 
collective achievement, then, just remember.     



Attribute Letter: co

Specificities: non-unique pieces
Use case(s): Tattoo NFT, tattoo collections…

Attribute Letter: vco
Specificities: Digital files

Use case(s): Tattoo NFT, Gaming Art, 
downloadable content, IP protection

Attribute Letter: fla
Specificities: Flash NFT only

Use case(s): Tattoo, Collectible



Attribute Letter: doc , quo
Specificities: Represent a quote

Attribute Letter: can
Specificities: Canvas

Use case(s): Canvas



Attribute Letter: vcan

Specificities: Canvas
Use case(s): Virtual canvas

Attribute Letter: gam
Specificities: Gaming Content
Use case(s): NFT part of a game.


